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Monitoring the British Royal Air Force 

The fifth largest air force in the world is the Royal Air Force (RAF) 
of the United Kingdom. While it is not as large as the U.S. Air Force 
or the Russian Air Force, the RAF has approximately 550 combat 

aircraft. The RAF does depend on a large HF radio system for command 
and control of its aircraft. 

The RAF's airpower is divided into Strike Command and RAF 
Germany. Strike Command's primary responsibility is for home defense. 
It is comprised of four primary groups of squadrons as well as the 
"Queen's Flight," RAF transports, and Squadron 32. 

RAF Northolt is the home of the Queen's Flight. This is the unit that 
flies the Royal Family when they travel via aircraft. Five callsigns most 
frequently associated with the Queen's Flight include: Kitty, Kittyhawk, 
Leopard, Rainbow and Unicorn (see table 1). 

Another RAF callsign frequently heard on HF is `Ascot.' The `Ascot' 
call is associated with RAF transport aircraft. There are usually four 
numbers that follow the Ascot callsign. These numbers seem to have a 
pattern that indicates the task, unit, and type of aircraft being flown. 
Recently, some monitors in Europe have reported that `RRR' was being 
substituted in place of the `Ascot' callsign. Four numbers still follow after 
the `RRR' call and it is believed that these still have the same purpose 
mentioned previously. 

One European monitor reports that the only information one can 
reliably link to the `Ascot' numbers is the aircraft type. He says that lists 
containing blocks of numbers allocated to certain routes are unreliable, 
and these lists are probably revised often. Most of the RAF flights are 
missions to wherever the RAF has fighter aircraft deployed or where other 
units (Army, Navy, etc.) need transport capability. 

This same reporter indicates that the Ascot flights sometimes use only 
three numbers after the call. These are UK training flights, but they are 
rarely heard on HF. 

It has been recently reported on the WUN (World Ute News listserver 
on the Internet) that the RAF has changed their tanker aircraft callsigns 
from the usual tactical calls to a single word callsign. `Tartan' is the 
callsign used by the VC I O aircraft assigned to the 101 squadron. 'Fagen' 
is used by the L -1011 Tristars attached to the 216 squadron. Finally, the 
VC 10 aircraft assigned to the 10 squadron are using the `Madras' callsign. 

Responsibility for RAF communications falls to the Strike Command 
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RAF STCICS Frequency Changes 
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Integrated Communications System (STCICS). Main transmitter sites for 
the STCICS system are reportedly located at RAF Chelveston in 
Cambridgeshire and RAF Milltown in Moray, Scotland. 

Receive sites for the system have been reported at RAF Bampton 
Castle, Oxfordshire, and RAF Kinloss, Moray. The STCICS system uses 
the general voice callsign `Architect' and a CW callsign of `MLP.' 

In April, RAF STCICS changed some of their primary frequencies to 
conform to the new Aeronautical Off -Route (OR) 3 -kHz frequency 
spacing plan (see February 1995 Ute World column). Ute World regular, 
Ary Boender, reported the changes in figure 1 via the WUN. 

One of the most complete lists of RAF STCICS frequencies and 
designators ever published appears in Table 2. I would like to thank a 
friend in the UK and the fine folks at the WUN listserver for providing the 
background for this month's column. If you would like to learn more about 

TABLE 1 

Ascot 
Kitty 

Kittyhawk 

Leopard 

Metman 
Navy # ## 
Poachers 
RAF 
Rainbow 

Red Arrows 
Red Devils 
Unicorn 

Selected Royal Airforce Callsigns 

1 Group Air Transport and AAR (RAF Transport) 
Aircraft of the Queen's flight being used as a position- 
ing flight or for carrying minor royals 
Aircraft of the Queen's flight being used for a Royal 
flight 
Aircraft of the Queen's flight, The Duke of York - Prince 
Andrew (acting as the Captain of that aircraft) 
Meteorological Research Flight 
Royal Navy 
Poachers Display Team 
Royal Air Force aircraft 
Aircraft of the Queen's flight, The Duke of Edinburgh 
(acting as the captain of that Aircraft) 
Red Arrows Display Team 
Red Devils Parachute Team 
Aircraft of Queen's flight, The Prince of Wales (acting 
as a Captain of that aircraft) 

In addition to the Queen's Flight, RAF units are located at the following 
bases: 

RAF Benson (EGUB) - Kitty /Kittyhawk flights 
RAF Brize Norton (EGVN) - 10/101/216 squadrons 
RAF Bruggen, Germany (EDUR) - 60 squadron 
RAF Coltishall (EGYC) - 6/41 /54 squadrons 
RAF Coningsby (EGXC) - 5/29/56 (R) /F3 OEU squadrons 
RAF Cottesmore (EGXJ) - Nati'l Tornado Train. Establishment 
RAF East Midlands (EGNX) - Military Flight Check Unit 
RAF Finningley (EGXI) - 100/45 (R) squadrons 
RAF Leeming (EGXE) - 11/25 squadrons 
RAF Lyneham (EGLL) - 24/57 (R) squadrons /LTW RAF 

RAF Marham (EGYM) - 2/13/39 squadrons 
RAF Northolt (EGWU) - 32 Sq /CinC RAF Strike Command 
RAF Waddington (EGXW) - 8 squadron 
RAF Wittering (EGXT) - 1 /20 (R) squadrons 
RAF Wyton (EGUY) - 51 squadron 

the WUN, consult the Digital Digest column in this issue, as well as the MT 
Club Circuit listing for the WUN Internet news group. 

Now it' s time to see what you have been hearing this month in the 
Utility World. Till next month, 73 de Larry SK. 
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